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Subject: RE: third dra+, delete previous two
Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 at 1:47:56 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Brian Sanders
To: LeLLa Senechal, Elizabeth Pfleging
CC: Pam Guerra-Schmidt, Chad Redwing, Jennifer Zellet
AGachments: image001.png

Hi all,
 
I shortened the list above for discussion, but le+ our senate leaders and included Jennifer.  Four of us are in
those district council conversaLons.
 
I appreciate the work you’ve both done on this list.  Your raLonale for the concerns about students below are
valid.
 
Is there an acLon plan to repair and adjust the lists?  For instance, category 3 could be resolved by a
resoluLon of the MJC Senate to automaLcally extend MJC-GE approval to any course at Columbia that is
otherwise equivalent.  This is an item that is within our locus of control, right?
 
For the ones whose CSU-GE categories differ, in the spirit of Guided Pathways where we someLmes provide
fewer opLons to students to beber guide them through, how about this:  When CSU categories differ, the
college that’s missing one of the GE categories should submit it for approval.  If it is rejected by the CSU
system as not applicable, then we should take that as a referendum on a grandfathered-in course from the
past and adjust our own offerings accordingly.
 
Transferability is a messy one.  Do you have an acLon plan there?
 
B.
 
From: LeLLa Senechal <senechall@yosemite.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:37 PM
To: Brian Sanders <sandersb@yosemite.edu>; Elizabeth Pfleging <pfleginge@yosemite.edu>
Cc: Pam Guerra-Schmidt <guerraschmidtp@yosemite.edu>; Chad Redwing <redwingc@yosemite.edu>;
Michael Torok <torokm@yosemite.edu>; Jill Olson <olsonji@yosemite.edu>; Randy Barton
<bartonr@yosemite.edu>; Katherine Schultz <schultzk@yosemite.edu>; Joe Manlove
<manlovej@yosemite.edu>; Elissa Creighton <creightone@yosemite.edu>; Don Dickinson
<dickinsond@yosemite.edu>
Subject: Re: third dra+, delete previous two
 
Thank you for puing this together, Elizabeth. Yes, you and I are on the same page about serving
students and the YCCD community by "doing this right." 
 
Letitia B. Senechal
Articulation Officer
Modesto Junior College
(209) 575-6713
 

From: Brian Sanders <sandersb@yosemite.edu>
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Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:16 PM
To: Elizabeth Pfleging <pfleginge@yosemite.edu>
Cc: Pam Guerra-Schmidt <guerraschmidtp@yosemite.edu>; Chad Redwing <redwingc@yosemite.edu>;
Michael Torok <torokm@yosemite.edu>; Jill Olson <olsonji@yosemite.edu>; Randy Barton
<bartonr@yosemite.edu>; Katherine Schultz <schultzk@yosemite.edu>; Joe Manlove
<manlovej@yosemite.edu>; LeLLa Senechal <senechall@yosemite.edu>; Elissa Creighton
<creightone@yosemite.edu>; Don Dickinson <dickinsond@yosemite.edu>
Subject: RE: third dra+, delete previous two
 
This will work for my needs.  Thank you.
 

 
Brian K. Sanders, Ed.D.
Vice President of Instruction
Columbia College
Cell: (209) 581-4469
Office: (209) 588-5051
Assistant: (209) 588-5107
sandersb@yosemite.edu
 
From: Elizabeth Pfleging <pfleginge@yosemite.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 12:28 PM
To: Brian Sanders <sandersb@yosemite.edu>
Cc: Pam Guerra-Schmidt <guerraschmidtp@yosemite.edu>; Chad Redwing <redwingc@yosemite.edu>;
Michael Torok <torokm@yosemite.edu>; Jill Olson <olsonji@yosemite.edu>; Randy Barton
<bartonr@yosemite.edu>; Elizabeth Pfleging <pfleginge@yosemite.edu>; Katherine Schultz
<schultzk@yosemite.edu>; Joe Manlove <manlovej@yosemite.edu>; LeLLa Senechal
<senechall@yosemite.edu>; Elissa Creighton <creightone@yosemite.edu>; Don Dickinson
<dickinsond@yosemite.edu>
Subject: Fw: third dra+, delete previous two
 
Hi Brian, below is a dra+ email from February 2018 that lists the courses that were removed from the
2018-2019 and the reasons for their removal. A few more courses that slipped through this iniLal
review  have since been removed (SOCIO 12 - SOCIO 125 comes to mind as a recent example that
would fall into #2, below). 
 
SLll on the equivalency list but not equaLng smoothly between colleges: 
1) courses that are equivalent in all abributes EXCEPT they have different prerequisites than the
equivalent courses at MJC (example: BIOL 60, 65)
2) courses that are equivalent EXCEPT they have different units than the equivalent courses at MJC
(example: MATH 18A, 18B, 18C)
3) courses that are equivalent EXCEPT they are offered in a lecture/lab course format different than the
equivalent courses at MJC (example: CHEM 2A/2AL, CHEM 4A/4AL).
 
In order to understand the full picture, I don't know if you have access to Starfish, but I think it would
be helpful if you could access and play around in Starfish to see the impact that equivalencies have in
that program. And, it's not just between MJC-CC courses that there are problems---courses from other
insLtuLons that have previously built evaluaLons/equivalencies also cause issues. Here are a few
examples from my last week of counseling appointments:
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MATH 172, a 4 unit class, pulls into SF as MATH 18A, a 5 unit class. Now the student's unit count
is off.
A 2 (semester equivalency) unit short calculus course from UCD pulls into SF as 5 unit MATH
18A. Now the student's unit count is off.
A nutriLon course from an out-of-state university pulls into SF as a 300 level (non-transferrable)
MJC nutriLon course, i.e. the system says a course that should be OK'd as meeLng nursing
requirements isn't OK.
A interpersonal speech communicaLon course from another CCC pulls into SF as SPCOM 1,
Public Speaking, i.e. the system says a course that should NOT be OK'd as meeLng nursing
requirement is OK. 

As I’m sure you can tell, my point is that all the  moving parts of a common numbering system (and the
equivalencies that are built on/drive how that numbering system works for students) need to be
aligned. And regularly evaluated and maintained. The above examples may seem like minor issues, but
that’s what’s come up in just one week, just my appointments, each example capable of derailing a
student’s graduaLon, transfer, admission into nursing program, etc. I’m not at all against a common
numbering system; LeLLa and I as AO’s like nothing beber than smooth transfer of credit between
insLtuLons. But it just seems to me that we’re going about it backwards. Each one of the classes in the
Feb 2018 email below likely represents a series of conversaLons that need to happen between
discipline faculty on our two campuses, probably with a counselor or AO also parLcipaLng to help
faculty understand how misalignments might impact students. These conversaLons will be potenLally
difficult to resolve, the kind of conversaLons that happen best in a face-to-face format. Also, these
conversaLons represent Lme, Lme represents money, Lme and money and face-to-face meeLngs are
all in short supply right now. UnLl faculty feel they have the Lme and moLvaLon/incenLvizaLon to
have these conversaLons, I can’t see how the district will be able to move forward on a common
numbering system. Anyway, I know this is more than the list of courses you asked for below, so I’ll stop
now and forward this.
Thanks,
Elizabeth
 

 
  
From: Elizabeth Pfleging 
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 2:04 PM
To: Katherine Schultz <schultzk@yosemite.edu>; Erin Naegle <naeglee@yosemite.edu>; Elizabeth Pfleging
<pfleginge@yosemite.edu>
Subject: dra+ email
 
In response to concerns voiced by our MJC counterparts, we wanted to provide more informaLon regarding
Columbia Curriculum Commibee’s and Academic Senate’s recent decision to remove equivalency between
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Columbia Curriculum Commibee’s and Academic Senate’s recent decision to remove equivalency between
some of our courses. First, a lible background history---we have been having discussions in our Curriculum
Commibee for at least two years now regarding problem courses on our equivalency list. These problem
courses are listed as equivalent based on content only; they are not equivalent in regards to other very
important abributes such as approved CSU-GE areas or in transferability. Last year, there was a joint meeLng
held in Oakdale with faculty from both our campuses abending; curricular issues between our campuses
were a primary focus of that meeLng. The counselors and ArLculaLon Officers at both colleges are aware of
these issues as they someLmes impact students (see examples of potenLal impacts, below). So, Columbia’s
Curriculum Commibee and our Academic Senate’s recent decision to remove equivalency between some
courses was the result of these on-going discussions and concerns. and our assumpLon was that these
concerns (as well as the possibility in the future of resolving them) were shared by both campuses and had
been a topic of discussion at both campuses.
 
Second, a few reasons why we wanted to jump on this issue now vs. yet another year of not-the-whole-story
equivalencies geing published in our catalog. As we move toward common registraLon Lmelines and
portals, we see more concurrently enrolled students each semester. And, as we anLcipate the roll-out of
Starfish to students this summer, all of our course informaLon will be more accessible to all of our students.
Students at both campuses could benefit from being able to see and use equivalent courses, but ONLY if
those courses are equivalent in all their abributes and not just in content only. Students who would never
bother to look in a catalog might now have informaLon about equivalent courses readily accessible so it
seemed more important than ever to make sure that informaLon is 100% correct. Thus, those problemaLc
courses with the greatest potenLal to derail student transfer or compleLon were idenLfied. These courses fall
into four broad categories:

1)      Courses that are listed as equivalent but one saLsfies a CSU-GE requirement and the other does not.
2)      Courses that are listed as equivalent but they differ in how they saLsfy CSU-GE and US History,

ConsLtuLon and American Ideals requirements.
3)      Courses that are listed as equivalent but the MJC course is part of MJC’s local GE pabern and the

Columbia College course isn’t.
4)      Courses that are listed as equivalent but they are CSU transferrable at one college and not at the

other.
 
Below is our review of what courses fall into these 4 categories. Please evaluate and let us know if there are
courses whose status may have recently changed so they are no longer problemaLc, or if you see any errors.
Our intenLon was to allow both campuses to provide accurate equivalency informaLon to students within the
district AND to remove courses that aren’t truly equivalent (so that faculty can begin having the necessary
important conversaLons about these courses, see examples of moving forward, below). We see this as a
posiLve first step toward beber alignment of our curriculum for the benefit of our students, and we look
forward to working together on the “moving forward” steps in the future.
 
1)      Courses listed as equivalent that saLsfy a CSU-GE requirement at one college but not the other:
ART 1 – ART 120
ART 40 – ART 170
CHILD 22 – CLDDV 109
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CHILD 22 – CLDDV 109
HHP 63 – PE 120
MUSIC 20A – MUST 121
MUSIC 20B – MUST 122
MUSIC 21A – MUST 123
MUSIC 21B – MUST 124
PSYCH 15 – PSYCH 102
PSYCH 35 – HUMSR 116
SOCIO 28 – HUMSR 114
Example of potenLal impact: For whatever reason, MJC student takes  ART 1 at Columbia rather than ART 120
at MJC. The student assumes that ART 1 will saLsfy the CSU-GE area C1 requirement because ART 120 at MJC
saLsfies CSU-GE area C1 and the two course are listed as equivalent. However, Columbia’s ART 1 is not CSU-
GE C1 approved so the student would now need to take another course to saLsfy that requirement.
Example of moving forward: CC faculty review the curriculum for ART 1 vs. the CSU-GE C1 requirements and
determine if it would be possible to submit ART 1 for CSU-GE C1 approval. If so, and if approved, equivalency
could again be established.

2)      Courses listed as equivalent that saLsfy different CSU-GE/CSU graduaLon requirements at the two
colleges:

ENGL 1B – ENGL 102
ENGL 11 – ENGL 161
HHP 2 – HE 111
HIST 13 – HIST 106
HIST 14 – HIST 107
HIST 16 – HIST 101
HIST 17 – HIST 102
Example of potenLal impact: Columbia student needs to complete a CSU-GE A3 course for transfer. No ENGL
1B secLons fit their schedule so they decide to take an online secLon of ENGL 102 from MJC, again assuming
that the two courses must saLsfy the same CSU-GE area requirements since they are listed as equivalent.
However, while ENGL 1B meets either CSU-GE Area A3 OR C2, ENGL 102 at MJC only meets CSU-GE Area C2,
so again, the student now has to take another course to saLsfy the A3 requirement.
Example of moving forward: MJC faculty review the curriculum for ENGL 102 vs. the CSU-GE A3 requirements
and determine if it would be possible to submit ENGL 102 for CSU-GE A3 approval. If so, and if approved,
equivalency could again be established.
 
3)      Courses listed as equivalent where the MJC course saLsfies an MJC-GE requirement but the CC course

doesn’t:
ART 2 – ART 124
BIOL 50 – FDNTR 219
SPCOM 9 – COMM 106
BUSAD 40 – BUSAD 240
CCTPG 22 – CSCI 271
CCCTPG 24 – CSCI 272
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CCCTPG 24 – CSCI 272
CCTPG 48 – CSCI 221
CCTPG 51 – CSCI 230
CHILD 19 – CLDDV 160
CHILD 26 – CLDDV 111
EDUC 11 – SOCSC 110
HHP 3 – PE 124
Example of potenLal impact: MJC student takes an online secLon of BUSAD 40 from Columbia, assuming it
will saLsfy MJC-GE Area B requirement because BUSAD 240 saLsfies an AREA B requirement and BUSAD 40
and BUSAD 240 are listed as equivalent courses. However, BUSAD 40 at Columbia is not approved as
saLsfying any MJC-GE area.
Example of moving forward: Faculty at both colleges can review the Columbia courses above and decide if the
Columbia course can be used to saLsfy the MJC-GE area that the MJC course saLsfies. If so, equivalency could
again be established.
 
4)      Courses listed as equivalent that are CSU transferrable at one college but not the other:
CCTIS 137 – CMPGR 215
EMS 4 – EMS 390
FIRE 1-7  -  FSCI 301 – 307
FIRE 29A+29B – FSCI 364
GUIDE 51 – SOCSC 58
OFTEC 50 – MDAST 321
OFTEC 141 – CSCI 224
SPAN 10A – SPAN 51
WT 121 – WELD 200
WT 122 – WELD 204
WT 123 – WELD 206
Example of potenLal impact:  Columbia student needs addiLonal elecLve units for CSU transfer and takes
MDAST 321 at MJC because they are interested in learning Medical Terminology and MDAST 321 is listed as
equivalent to Columbia’s Medical Terminology course, OFTEC 50. However, MDAST 321 is not CSU
transferrable so the student ends up 3 units short for transfer.
Example of moving forward: Faculty at both colleges can review the courses above and decide if both colleges
can agree on an appropriate transferability level. If so, equivalency could again be established
 
 
 


